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Results from Akatsuki and advances in Venus science
convener:Takehiko Satoh(Institute of Space and Astronautical Science, Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency), Takeshi Horinouchi(Faculty of Environmental Earth Science, Hokkaido University), Masaru
Yamamoto(九州大学応用力学研究所, 共同), Kevin McGouldrick(University of Colorado Boulder)
Tue. May 22, 2018 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM  Poster Hall (International Exhibition Hall7, Makuhari Messe)
More than two earth years in Venus orbit, Akatsuki has acquired a volume of high-quality data, unveiled
many new phenomena and is allowing researchers to investigate the underlying mechanisms. As the data
accumulate, numerical models and theories are being advanced as well. We are no doubt living in the new
golden era of Venus studies. This session invites papers of the new scientific results with Akatsuki data
and the latest results of theoretical and numerical works. We expect participants of this session share
the latest research results through presentations and discussion.
 

 

Analysis of the brightness temperature fluctuation at
the cloud top of Venus using image data taken by the
Long Infrared camera
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Sciences, The University of Tokyo, 2.Rikkyo University, 3.AIST)
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Venus is sometimes called Earth&rsquo;s twin because the size and mass of Venus and Earth are almost
the same. However, the movement of the atmosphere is greatly different. Venus rotates very slowly. Its
rotational period is 243 days. The atmospheric circulation of Earth is much slower than its rotation, but
on Venus there is a zonal wind blowing at 60 times the speed of its rotation. The wind is called the
super-rotation. Various waves of planetary scale are thought to be the cause of the super-rotation, but
it has not been elucidated yet. 
 
It has been revealed that various waves exist in the atmosphere of Venus. For example, it was confirmed
that there are periodic fluctuations of 4 to 5 days in UV brightness at the cloud top by Pioneer Venus
mission (DelGenio&Rossow1990). Furthermore, observations by Venus Express revealed that zonal and
meridional winds fluctuate with periods of 4 to 5 days (Kouyama et al. 2015). It has been clarified that
various waves exist on Venus, but their spatial structures are not well understood. We focus on the
fluctuation of temperature which has not been clarified yet. 
 
We used image data taken by the Long Infrared camera (LIR) onboard JAXA&#x27;s Venus orbiter
Akatsuki. LIR can capture the temperature of clouds around 65 km altitude. The image data taken by LIR
has a systematic error of ~3K and a relative error of ~0.3K. In other words, the relative error of LIR is
small and the comparison within the same image is relatively accurate. 
 
In order to suppress the influence of systematic error, we calculate the differences of the brightness
temperatures between areas near the Venus disk center and the edge, and we analyzed how the
brightness temperature fluctuates with time. It is considered that the cause of the brightness
temperature difference is mainly the limb darkening due to the temperature gradient in the vertical
direction. We carried out this analysis for different latitudes from the equator to the high latitude, and
found that there exist periodic fluctuations with periods of 4 to 5 days at all latitudes. 
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Several waves are thought to affect the periodic fluctuation detected this analysis. We will analyze the
data for a longer period of time and try to separate the wave components by spectral analysis.


